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                                     Abstract
Sharp oracle inequalities for the prediction error and ℓ
1-error of the Lasso are given. We highlight the ingredients for establishing these. The latter is also for later reference where results are extended to other norms and other loss functions.
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                             Notes
	1.A suitable notation that expresses the non-uniqueness is β
0 ∈ argmin{ ∥ β ∥ 1:  X β = f
0}. In our analysis, non-uniqueness is not a major concern.


	2.If X
1, …, X

                      n
                     are n elements of some space \(\mathcal{X}\) and \(f: \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}\) is some real-valued function on \(\mathcal{X}\), one may view \(\sum _{i=1}^{n}f^{2}(X_{i})/n\) as the squared L
2(P

                      n
                    )-norm of f, with \(P_{n} =\sum _{ i=1}^{n}\delta _{X_{i}}/n\) being the measure that puts equal mass 1∕n at each X

                      i
                     (i = 1, …, n). Let us denote the L
2(P

                      n
                    )-norm by \(\|\cdot \|_{2,P_{n}}\). We have abbreviated this to \(\|\cdot \|_{P_{n}}\) and then further abbreviated it to ∥ ⋅ ∥ 
                      n
                    . Finally, we identified f with the vector \((\,f(X_{1}),\ldots,f(X_{n}))^{T} \in \mathbb{R}^{n}\).


	3.Or non-sparsity actually.


	4.The “argmin” argument takes the inequality: \(\|Y - X\hat{\beta }\|_{n}^{2} + 2\lambda \|\hat{\beta }\|_{1} \leq \vert Y - X\beta \|_{n}^{2} + 2\lambda \|\beta \|_{1}\ \forall \ \beta\), as starting point.
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